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President's Message
I would like to take this opportunity to announce that we have
made a remarkable achievement in the 2nd Quarter of 2016.
New Member Recruitment
In the past few months, we have held 3 different Prospective
Members Orientations and have expanded our recruitment
platform on the internet. Hopefully with the additional online
platform, we will make greater progress in our membership
recruitment. The newly developed JCI Kowloon Networker
Scheme - Change Start Here encourages our members to refer
friends to JCI Kowloon where young people can benefit from the
positive change JCI provides.
The International Platform & Business Opportunity Awaiting You
Having the most number of overseas sister chapters, we were glad to have met up with 7
of them during the Asia Pacific Conference in Kaoshiung, Taipei. Thanks for the effort of the
International Affairs team who arranged the official gathering in advance so we were able to
visit and introduced them our flagship project such as Business Speed Up, a global electronic
business exchange platform for JCI Kowloon and its 8 sister chapters in the world. Hence, we
have increased the number of contacts and business profile which our BSU members can look
for potential business partners in the JCI network as well. Eventually, this wonderful platform will
help in expanding our members’ potential business network and business opportunity. For those
who have not signed up yet, I encourage them to join the platform as soon as possible.
Helping Children to maintain a peaceful state of mind through Chinese Calligraphy
Another item of activity worth reporting is the completion of calligraphy workshop I to III of
the 9th Children's Chinese Calligraphy Competition. The Organizing Committee has done an
excellent job engaging local primary schools, so that children and parents of the schools
could spend quality time in the calligraphy workshops and learned from experts and specialists
how calligraphy could play a part in helping the children maintain a peaceful state of mind
in daily life. Besides, children of diverse background were able to learn how to write Chinese
calligraphy together as a team. These parents-children workshops enhance their relationship a
great extent.
Inter-collaboration with other LOMs
Locally, we have co-hosted a rare JCI official course “Presenter” with JCI North District. It was so
popular that it got full house in less than 5 days after the first open promotion. Besides, in the 4th
Inter-LOM JCI Quiz Competition which has been hosted by JCI Kowloon since 2013, we were
glad to see the NOM Board and 12 LOMs involving hundreds of JCI members participating in
the competition held in May this year.
Last but not least, towards the 3rd to 4th Quarter of this year, I would like to express my sincere
gratitude to our Board of Directors, Project Chairman, Chapter Advisors and Past Presidents for
their continuous support of JCI Kowloon activities and planning. It has been wonderful to have
them to be part of JCI Kowloon this year. Let’s keep this momentum going and fully realize our
potential in the rest of the year.
Antonia Cho
2016 President
Junior Chamber International Kowloon
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NP's Message
Dear President Antonia, Past Presidents, Senators and fellow
members,
Thanks JCI Kowloon for organizing two projects consecutively
for the benefit and development of 21 chapters’ members,
namely Inter-LOM JCI Quiz Competition 2016 which helped
our member have a thorough understanding of JCIHK
history, constitution and parliamentary procedure, while the
second project – 24th 5-Stars Training Camp was a good
opportunity to nurture a group of 49 future leaders. Besides,
your community project - 9th Children’s Chinese Calligraphy
Competition this year brings the opportunity to orphan and
cerebral palsy children. These are very meaningful and I’m
really proud of your contribution to the society and the JCI Movement!
It always takes time and hard work to sow and cultivate. Nonetheless, you will always
find the fruits of your contribution are worthy of the time and work you have dedicated
to the cause. On this JC’s platform, we will face a lot of difficulties and challenges
through which we will learn how to make breakthroughs in our lives. I always think that
we should experience all these at a young age as this will make all things easier for us
in the future. When we have become more positive and passionate, we will find that
the world is full of possibility and we can exert high influence to this world.
Persistence is the key quality that we all need to reach our destination. We have only
two choices, namely giving up or persisting until we succeed. Only when we persist
in completing every task well, persist in improving ourselves continuously and persist in
contributing to the society, we will have a wonderful course of life. Other than that, we
must also persist in completing our work well consistently such that we can establish
a good reputation, as what you are doing now will be observed by people around
you. When you can complete your work well, people will notice and give your more
opportunities to thrive.
This year, JCI Hong Kong is dedicated to promoting and deepening the understanding
of JCI Mission and JCI Vision. We believe that when all the members of JCI Hong Kong
and its affiliated chapters can fully understand the direction of JCI Hong Kong, we will
continue to create positive change to the society.
Senator Brian Kwan
2016 National President
Junior Chamber International Hong Kong
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NAEO's Message
It is my pleasure to be the National Assigned Executive
Officer of JCI Kowloon. In the past 180 days, JCI Kowloon
has successfully held many meaningful events, especially
host a celebrated banquet with Pan Mac JC, Macao for 25
years Sisterhood, the Kick-off event of 9th Children’s Chinese
Calligraphy Competition, kick-off ceremony of Kepler
Project, as well as the first seminar of Road to Little Boss and
very happy to have Mr. William, CEO from Memorign Watch
Company Limited, Mr. Angus Chan, CEO of Surepromise,
Raymond, Founder of Go Green (Hong Kong) Limited and
Hello Kitty Go Green Organic Farm as guest speakers to
share the successful and failure experience for the STARUP.
I can truly feel the spirit of JCI Kowloon. They are all energetic and passionate.
Being the chapter with the most number of sister chapters, JCI Kowloon is well-organized
for the culture exchange visit and gathering for members with their 8 sister chapters.
They have met up with 7 sister chapters in ASPAC and also successfully held a Silver
Jubilee Celebration of Sisterhood with Pan Mac JC in May. Furthermore, more than 32
members will have a trip to Mongolia coming Aug 2016 for the sister chapter visit - JCI
Capital. I can see all Kowloon members enjoy the International Affairs so much.
Besides, on behalf of JCIHK, I would like to thank you for the support to hold the 5- stars
Training Camp & Inter-LOM JCI Quiz Compeition. It was so amazing and every member
giving 100% effort toward organizing and participating meaningful event.
JCI Kowloon, Keep Going! I am confident that President Antonia and her dedicated
team will have a legendary and fruitful year. Let’s make 2016 a year unforgettable.
Senator Angel Tam
2016 National Vice President and
National Assigned Executive Officer
Junior Chamber International Hong Kong
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(Reported by Winnie Yuen)

Cover Stoy - Food Waste & Food Angel
Have you ever experienced the following situation?
You cannot finish your dishes in a restaurant and you just leave it there without bringing it back home….
You bought some food and you threw it away because it is not delicious…
You find some scratches or a small hole on an apple and you threw it into the rubbish bin because you think it is
rotten…
Hong Kong people love to eat. Unfortunately, we are also a city that prone to waste.
Food waste is the biggest constituent of the solid waste produced in Hong Kong. It comprises waste produced during
food production, processing, wholesales, retail and preparation, as well as leftovers and expired food. In 2014, total
disposal quantity is 9,782 tonnes per day, among which 37% is food waste. Recently, Hong Kong produces around
4,000 tonnes of food waste every day, which is equivalent to the weight of 290 double-decker buses. With such a
big number of food waste, how can we tackle this problem?

Food Angel Food Rescue Process
1. Collect editable surplus food
from donation partners

1
6. Distribute hot meal boxes to
recipient agencies

6

2
2. Transfer donated food items
with thermal or cooling boxes
and deliver them to central
kitchens
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3
4

5. Keep hot meal boxes in
thermal boxes for distribution
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3. Food preparation at Food
Angel central kitchens (Sterilize
all food containers and utensils
prior to use)

4. Select some meal boxes for food
testing (Daily laboratory test to
ensure all food items are in
accordance with the highest
food safety standard)

The government aims to reduce food waste
disposal at landfill sites in Hong Kong's by 40
per cent by 2022.

Viewing this waste crisis in Hong Kong, The Bo Charity Foundation
has launched a sustainable food rescue and food assistance
program - Food Angel in 2011, which ultimate goal is to achieve
“Waste Not, Hunger Not”. The Food Angel team, on a daily basis,
will collect 4,000kg of edible surplus food from different sectors of
the local industries such as restaurants, corporate organizations,
supermarkets and wet markets. They will then send the food to
their Chai Wan and Shum Shui Po central kitchens. Following a
set of strict food safety protocols, the rescued food items are
then prepared into 6,000 nutritious hot meals and redistributed
to the deprived communities across Hong Kong for free.

On the day we visit their Shum Shui Po central kitchen, there are
staff and volunteers chopping vegetables and meat, cooking
food, and packing them into individual meal boxes. We were
told that these packed meal boxes will immediately deliver to
various districts so that people who receive this meal box can
enjoy hot and nutritious food. The top floor is their Food Angel
Community Centre, where elderly are sitting there, talking to
each other while waiting for their lunch. “Recently 80% of our hot
meals go to the deprived elderly who is over 65 years old, I think
it is mainly due to the population aging problem…the rest are Volunteers help to prepare and pack the
children from low income families, unemployed or homeless meal boxes
people.” Food Angel said, “We are trying to reduce food waste and at the same time relieving the poverty. We
will also provide job opportunities for the disadvantaged. One 70 years old woman collects cardboard boxes
for her living, but what she can earn is only $500 per month, so, we hire her and keep her at Food Angel. She is
now helping us in our kitchen for food preparation.”

Packed hot meal boxes
in Styrofoam boxes

Staff sticks a thermometer in
trays of rice to ensure they
reach a certain temperature
to prevent spoilage

Group photo with Food Angel Executives
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Have to say that the idea of this Food Rescue &
Food Assistance Program is excellent and the
program itself is well operated in the past 5 years.
The hardest part of this program is food safety and
food hygiene issues. From food collection and
storage, to meal preparation and distribution, we
were impressed by Food Angel that they ensure
every step of the food handling procedure is in
compliance with the highest food safety standard.
They will also send out hot meal samples to do
laboratory tests every day for quality assurance. Maintaining a clean record for 5 years is not
easy, which proves that Food Angel has indeed put so much effort in food safety and quality
control, just to make sure that all elderly are served with the best meals.
Besides Food Angel Food Rescue & Food Assistance Program, there are also other Angel
Programs that help to serve our communities:

A comprehensive, academic year-long school based education
program that cultivates our young generation to cherish food and
preserve the natural resources on earth. The Green Angel team will visit
local and international schools to provide a series of activities, such as
puppet show, introductory talk, green lessons, food up-cycling
workshop, field trips, rewarding scheme and school carnivals.

Corporate Angel
A Corporate Social Responsibilities (CSR) Program for corporate
volunteers. Through community events and team building activities,
corporate volunteers can help reduce food waste at source and
serve people in need of food assistance by experiencing the daily
works of Food Angel Food Rescue & Food Assistance Program, and
help raise fund to support the free hot meal service.

Bread Angel
A bread rescue volunteering program. Bread Angel volunteers will
collect unsold bakery products from bakeries at their closing time
and directly deliver the baking items to the nearby beneficiary
centres for their next day consumption.

Outreach Angel
A community outreach food assistance service dedicates to
delivering free nutritious hot meal, non-perishable food packs and
loving care to the singletons, physically frail or disabled elderly. The
service will help to further improve the quality of life of those in need
by adequately referring them to other service providers.

Community Angel
The Food Angel Community Centre was established in 2014 to
provide free dine-in food assistance service to for the vulnerable and
frail elderly aged 65 and above in Sham Shui Po district. Other free
activities such as choir, birthday parties, movie club, outings and
workshops are held regularly for the members.
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If you would like to donate or support Food Angel as a volunteer, please register at:
http://www.foodangel.org.hk/en/volunteer.php

(Reported by Christy Mak)

Sister Chapter Daegu Suseong JC, Korea visit
9 delegates from our sister Chapter,
Daegu Suseong JC, Korea visited
Hong Kong in late April 2016.
Daegu Suseong delegates were
warmly welcomed by JCI Kowloon
members. We showed our hospitality
by greeting them in the airport, as well
as accompanying them to explore
the beauty of Hong Kong through
some sightseeing tours. Besides, JCI
Kowloon hosted a board meeting with
Daegu Suseong delegates to share
experiences on chapter’s projects.
Daegu Suseong delegates joined our April Monthly
Fellowship Gathering which held on 22 April 2016 at
Royal One Pleasant Palace in Wan Chai, which had
approximately 50 participants attended.
During the event, JCI Kowloon President Antonia Cho
and Daegu Suseong JC President Kim Donghan both
delivered welcome speech and exchanged gifts. To
gain deeper understanding about our sister chapter,
we invited Vice Chairman of Daegu Suseong JC to give
participants an introduction of his chapter. Besides,
Honorary Treasurer Theresa Wong announced the first
quarter JCI Kowloon Records and Recognition Awards
during the event. An after-party had been arranged
afterwards which was full of fun and laughable
moments!
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(Reported by Christy Mak)

Business Affairs Seminar cum PMO
Over 60 participants attended our
Business Affairs Seminar cum Prospective
Members Orientation which held on 8th
April 2016 in JCI Office. With the theme
of "Key components for enterprises
succession", the seminar discussed how
one generation could achieve sustainable
growth in business with innovative ideas
while maintaining traditional core values
of the enterprise.
Three Guest Speakers, Mr. Tommy Chan,
Senior Brand and Business Development
Director of Tai Hing Catering Group; Mr.
Alex Shih, Information Service Director
of Centaline Property Agency Limited;
and Past President Senator Nelson Lin,
shared their insights into preserving and
delivering the core values of family
business from one generation to the next.

JCI Sports Day

The annual JCI Sports Day was held at Wan Chai Sports Ground
on 1 May 2016. Participants gathered in the Sports Ground
in a sunny morning to attend the opening ceremony and
competed in various sports activities. JCI Kowloon members
participated in 100m, 200m, 400m and 1500m race, and
also Female Relay, Shot Put and Long jump. All of our
athletes demonstrated great spirits and it was a day of joy
and excitement!
JCI Kowloon achieved satisfactory result this year with President
Antonia Cho won the champion of 100m Presidential race
and our full member Yanty Cheung was the first runner-up of
1500m race. Congratulations to President Antonia and Yanty!
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(Reported by Paul Yiu & Dave Wong)

Records & Recognition Update
This Year, we have made several changes of regulation and system regarding the Records and
Recognition (R&R) in JCI Kowloon, we have organize the project file package
with User Manual in order to let members to submit the project file more
convenient and efficient.
We have applied new tools to create attendance form for our chapter members
to update their activities in JCI, and to maintain records for recognition to
members’ achievement within JC. We also launch
a new incentive program called “Big Bang Star
System” to recognise contribution of our chapter
members, it is a quarterly incentive scheme and this
year topic is “Kowloon Racing Live” with the scheme
we aim to encourage our chapter members to
participate and engage into JCI.
Finally, I hereby would like to express my thanks
to President and Honoury Treasurer, with their
helpful advice and hands, the R&R development JCIK member events attendance form Kowloon Racing Live
is stepping into a new mile stone for our chapter. And we hope to improve and provide better
R&R services going forward.

Membership Update
New JCI Kowloon Members

Sam Hung

Bertha Mak

Rachel Hui

Vincent Lai

Referred by Vice
President Benson Pang

Referred by President
Antonia Cho

Referred by FM
Dora Huang

Referred by TDC
Chairman Chris Lai

Newly Inducted Members
Cathy Tang

Claudia Chan

Referred by IT/BA Officer
Dominic Lee
Joined projects:
-March PMO
-Road to Little Boss
Occupation
-Senior Sales Administrator

Referred by FM Angela Cheung

Joy Yau

Gary Cheung

Referred by JCI Hong Kong
Joined projects:
-BA Seminar -Apr MFG
-Inter-LOM JCI Quiz Competition
-June MFG
Occupation
-Financial Planner

Referred by 2013 Past
President Senator Jade Chan
Joined projects:
-March PMO
-Silver Jubilee Celebration of
Sisterhood with Pan Mac JC
Occupation
-Manager (Banking)

Joined projects:
-BA Seminar -Apr MFG
-June MFG -Shelter Dream
Occupation
-Teacher
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(Reported by Annalia Wong)

Second Story - WWF Earth Hour

Earth Hour Hong Kong 2016 – Victoria Harbour
before light off

Earth Hour Hong Kong 2016 – Victoria Harbour
after light off

© WWF-Hong Kong / Terence Yam

© WWF-Hong Kong / Terence Yam

Earth Hour Hong Kong 2016 – Tsing Ma Bridge
before light off

Earth Hour Hong Kong 2016 – Tsing Ma Bridge
after light off

© WWF-Hong Kong / Dicky Choi

© WWF-Hong Kong / Dicky Choi

One Hour for One Bright Future
Every year, you will see our Victoria Habour goes
in the dark and Tsing Ma Bridge dims its lights for
one hour. Earth Hour is an iconic campaign of
World Wide Fund (WWF) which aims to arouse
the public awareness on serious global climate
change. Being an active citizen to serve the
community, this is a great campaign you
cannot miss! It is our honour to interview with Mr.
C.W. Cheung, Senior Head, Climate & Footprint
Programmes of WWF-Hong Kong, to know more
about the ten-year growth of Earth Hour.
Start up of Earth Hour - 2007
Earth Hour’s mission is to unite people to protect
the planet. It was famously started as a lights-off
event in Sydney, Australia in 2007. Since then it
has grown to engage more than 178 countries
and territories in worldwide.
WWF is the parent organization of Earth Hour. In
2004, WWF Australia met with advertising agency
Leo Burnett Sydney to have a discussion on ideas
for engaging Australians on the issue of climate
change. The point was to engage the 60%
mainstream of the public who aren’t engaged
12

in the climate change discussion. Later, the idea
of a large-scale switch-off project was confirmed
and developed. This symbolic gesture would
help to spread the message faster and more
effective. WWF Australia then presented their
concept to Sydney government which agreed
to support the event. Finally, the first Earth Hour
was held on 31 March 2007 in Sydney, Australia.
Spreading messages in Hong Kong
"We have been informing the Hong Kongers the
deteriorating environment incurred by climate
change and increasing overconsumption of
global resources, which we are fully responsible
so we should take immediate actions to stop it.
We spread the messages of Earth Hour to general
public through different events including seminars,
exhibitions, countdown events, workshops, etc."
Hong Kong is a well-developed urban city with tons
of natural resources consumption. To enhance
Hong Kongers' environmental consciousness, WWF
has adopted different local style of promotions.
Tram parade is one of the very good examples to
catch their eye balls.

Challenges on promoting the Earth Hour
"In principle we aim at sending the right
messages to everyone in Hong Kong, as
only with joint effort in the city we can make
the change possible. That explains why we
deploy various communication and media
channels to make sure different target groups
can receive the messages accordingly. "
However, some people may think that
environmental conversations are difficult
to understand and required strategic
implementation. This is a stumbling stone
for WWF to educate the general public.
"The greatest challenge is to deliver some
abstract and complicated conservation
concepts like “Ecological Footprint” to the
general public. To deliver our messages, we
transform conservation messages into some
daily actions which the general public can
easily adopt."
After lobbying for executing the environmental
actions, WWF has got a good move.
"We successfully increased the awareness of
the general public in Hong Kong the need to
change their daily behavior in clothing, eating,
living and transporting to reduce our Ecological
Footprint and/or carbon footprint, so to improve
the natural environment. "
Some of you may think that it is very tough for
WWF to invite shopping malls in Hong Kong
joining this campaign. But the fact is, they are
supportive to the campaign in recent years.
"They support Earth Hour by broadcasting our
promotion video on their indoor and outdoor TV
screens, which help on building the campaign
momentum and spread the messages. They
do not need to close down the mall for an hour."
Post-event evaluation and Future Plan
"We plan the program for that year based
on the global theme of Earth Hour and local
conservation topics. Post event evaluation has
been done every year after the lights off." WWF
issues post event press release every year on
the participation number and percentage of
electricity reduction in Hong Kong at the night
of Earth Hour.
For our future, WWF never gives up involving the
general public on environmental protection.
"We are deliberating on future plan. For
whatever the future format of Earth Hour that
we will undertake, we will maintain its spirit, i.e.
to raise awareness, change attitude and take
actions, so as to reduce our negative human
impacts on earth."

Earth Hour Hong Kong 2016 – tram parade in the
afternoon on 19 March 2016
© WWF-Hong Kong / Ringo Ma

Earth Hour Hong Kong 2016 – countdown event at
the Hong Kong Cultural Centre
© WWF-Hong Kong

Earth Hour Hong Kong
2016 – key visual
© WWF-Hong Kong

Mr C.W. Cheung, Senior
Head, Climate & Footprint
Programmes, WWF-Hong
Kong
© WWF-Hong Kong
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(Reported by Christy Mak)

Silver Jubilee Celebration of Sisterhood
between JCI Kowloon and Pan Mac JC

This year, JCI Kowloon and Pan Mac
JC celebrated the 25th Anniversary
of Sisterhood on 7 May 2016! This
special occasion is only held once in
five years. A day tour and banquet was
organized which jointly participated
by members of both Chapters. Over
35 participants joined the “Jungle in a
bottle” Workshop in PMQ Central in the
afternoon to create a living breathing
world inside a glass bottle.
Banquet was held in the evening at Club
ONE Repulse Bay with approximately 90
participants, including National Presidents
of JCI HK and JCI Macao. During the
event, a sharing was conducted by 1991
JCI Kowloon President, CY Chan, who
signed the first sisterhood agreement.
JCI Kowloon President Antonia Cho
and Pan Mac JC President Daphne
Chan both designed a living jungle
on stage to symbolize our long
lasting relationship along with singing
performance by JJ Lam, a prospective
member from Pan Mac JC. Mr. Lee Sai
Ho, a sand drawing artist with disability,
performed amazing sand art with the
theme of celebrating 25th Anniversary
of sisterhood.
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(Reported by President Antonia Cho)

Visiting Sponsored Primary School in
Feng Huang, Hunan
Over the past few years, JCI Kowloon has sponsored
6 different primary schools in Hunan province in the
Mainland China through its community flagship
projects: Shelter Dreams and Children's Chinese
Calligraphy Competition. In May, a few members
and I have gone to visit Feng Huang with a journey
of over 6 hours of High Speed Train ride from
Shenzhen North to Feng Huang, Hunan.

Donation Ceremony
On the first night we arrived, we were warmly
welcomed by staff from Reading Dreams,
the charity organization who arranged the
building of libraries and donation for our
chapter. The next day, our delegates and the
staff from Reading Dreams drove to where
our sponsored school Mi Liang Primary School
was. We presented the donation check for the
funds raised from the 8th Children's Chinese
Calligraphy Competition to sponsor the school
to get chairs and chalkboards in the library.
The reason for the donation of library supplies
was due to a recent mud-stone flow (泥石流)
around the school during which 3 children were
dead where everything got damaged. Besides
the fundraised, we would like to thank National

Presidential Advisor Senator Paul Wu and Senator
Crystal Chau who had made a generous
donation of school supplies such as backpacks
and stationeries to 300 school children.
Hygiene Concerns in the School
Besides a lack of libraries supplies, a lack of
water system is another major concern for the
quality of life for the children. Unlike the fortunate
children in Hong Kong, the school children
there do not get to shower everyday. Students
stay in the dormitory only get to shower when
they go home on the weekends. The school
principal stated that it is a problem of the water
supply system in the village which cannot be
solved easily without the help from the local
government.
A Fulfilling and Simple living
During the game time with the children, they
were excited to show us their master pieces
from Art class. They were happy to share with
us their dreams and what they would like to do
when they grow up. Quality education through
Reading Class advocated by Reading Dreams
was evidently useful to improve children’s
confidence in public speaking, speaking
with passion and logic. Critical thinking and
questioning from their peers were also elements
to increase the competitiveness of the rural
area children.
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(Reported by Winnie Yuen)

9th Children’s Chinese Calligraphy Competition
A series of workshops have been held successfully on May 21, July 3 and July 16 respectively.
This year, the theme of the 9th Children’s Chinese Calligraphy Competition (4C) is “Shu Qing
(書情)”. In addition to promoting Chinese calligraphy, we hope that through calligraphy writing,
children can express and release their pressure, as well as enhancing parent-child relationship.
Workshop 1 Parent-child Calligraphy Academy
We have invited psychiatrist Dr. Yvette Poon Wan Ling to give a lesson “How to assist and
support your child on emotion control?” followed by a calligraphy session taught by Ms.
Elsa Wong Wan Heung. Dr. Poon shared with the parents and helped them to understand
where does the emotion come from and how pressure can affect the life of their child.

Workshop 2 Embrace Calligraphy
Workshop 2 was held in Tuen Mun hospital. We have
invited children from the children home of Boys’ &
Girls’ Club Association of Hong Kong to pay a visit to
Tuen Mun hopsital’s epileptic patients. Epilepsy is
a group of neurological diseases characterized
by epileptic seizures. It is the first time for most of
them to try calligraphy writing and they all had an
enjoyable time in Workshop 2 by playing games
and writing calligraphy together.

Workshop 3 Calligraphy & Drawing
Psychotherapist Dr. Christina Leung gave the parents a lecture “The concealed emotion
of child”. She shared with the parents how to reveal the emotion from the inner self of
the child and how they should deal with it. From the children’s calligraphy writing and
drawing, Dr. Leung also explained to the parents how they can understand their child’s
moods, thoughts, feelings and behaviors.
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JCpedia – Project Management
JCpedia aims to provide some general knowledge about JCI. It is the first time for
many energetic members to become a Project Chairman in 2016! This time, we would
like to explain more on Chairmanship and how Supervising Officer and Project Advisor
can give a helping hand in a project.

10 tips to chair an effective meeting
1. Facilitate the discussion among the team members.
2. Eye contact is the key to controlling a meeting.
3. Always start the meeting on time.
4. Begin the meeting with a general overview of the work to be done.
5. Guide, mediate, probe and stimulate discussion throughout the meeting.
6.	Watch for visual as well as verbal cues to see how people are reacting to the
discussion.
7.	Deal directly with disruptive behavior by using a break to privately point out to the
offender the consequence of the behavior.
8. Don't allow people to break in on a discussion.
9.	Keep the discussion on track by periodically restating the issue and the goal of the
discussion.
10. Seek consensus, but remember that unanimity is not required.

What are the roles of a Supervising Officer (SO)?
Supervising Officer (SO) is a liaison person between NOM/LOM and Organizing Committee
team. He/she must be a board member and report the project status to the board.
He / she will help out the following parts:
• Assist the project Chairman in setting up the Organizing Committee Team;
• Ensure proper functioning of Organizing Committee;
• Monitor the progress of the project;
• 	Advise Chairman and the Organizing Committee on all matters concerning the
project.

How can a Project Advisor help you?
Project Advisor is an important role, he/she provides some valuable comments on the
project planning and execution based on the scope defined by the Board of Directors.
He / she can ensure the consistency on the goals and provide clarity on the objectives
of project.
As he/she should have sufficient experience and knowledge towards the project, he /
she may assist on line up strategic partners.
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(Reported by Christine Wan)

Inter-LOM JCI Quiz Competition 2016

“Go, go, go, ale, ale, ale……” Inter-LOM JCI Quiz Competition
2016 was kicked off by a big football under a big cheer on 28
May 2016 at Catholic Ming Yuen Secondary School.
Plenty of interesting games and elements in football match
were added in this competition, it was so fun and exciting,
and got everybody involved in the fun.
Congratulations to JCI Tai Ping Shan, who has beaten other
challengers and became the victory of the LOM cup again
this year.

Amazing welcome dance
performed by JCI Kowloon!

Here are the results:
LOM Cup
Champion
: JCI Tai Ping Shan
1st Runner up : JCI Harbour
2nd Runner up : JCI North District
President Cup
Champion : Group A
JCI Harbour President Kenneth Yu,
JCI East Kowloon President Iris Lam,
JCI City President Steve Siu
JCI Ocean President Ivan Choi
1st Runner up:
Group C
JCI Apex President Kacy Yu,
JCI Tai Ping Shan President Edith Ko,
JCI Peninsula President Oliver To,
JCI Kowloon President Antonia Cho
2nd Runner up:
Group D
JCI Tsuen Wan President Ben Mak,
JCI Sha Tin President Raymond Ng,
JCI Queensway President Ray Tam
Group E:
JCI North District President Jack Lee,
JCI City Lady President Joyce Chow,
JCI Lantau President Boris Kam
NOM Cup
Champion : Group C
NGLC Senator Ronald Kan’s Team
(NPD Irene Leung, NRRD Peggy Yip,
NTO Gabriel Ho, NPO Amanda Li)
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Cheering Team
Champion : JCI Harbour

(Reported by Christy Mak)

Road to Little Boss 2016 Seminar
“Road to Little Boss” aims to be a starting point for young adults
to visualize their business start-up dreams. On 18 June 2016,
JCI Kowloon organised an Entrepreneur Sharing Workshop in City
University of Hong Kong. The workshop attracted several dozen
participants who are interested in entrepreneurship.

We invited three experienced entrepreneurs as guest speakers,
including Mr. William Shum, CEO of Memorigin Watch Co. Ltd; Mr.
Angus Chan, CEO of Surepromise Ltd; and Mr. Raymond Cheung,
the founder of the Hello Kitty Go Green Organic Farm, to share their
business stories. A forum was hosted to discuss the common issues
faced by start-up business nowadays. Our Guest Speakers shared
their view on the topics and gave guidance to audience on how
to develop a compelling business plan.

Come and Join Us
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(Reported by Benson Pang)

Asia Pacific Conference 2016

This year we have altogether 17 delegates
from JCI Kowloon with 6 First Timerattended
the annual Asia And The Pacific Conference
aka ASPAC in Kaohsiung,
Taiwan between
2nd to 5th June 2016. One exciting fact for
this year ASPAC was that JCI Hong Kong had
a record breaking of 325 delegates from 21
chapters (1 provisional chapter) participating
in this spectacularconference which is
indeed a marvelous achievement.
During these 4 days program, all of our
members had a lot of fun. Wemet up
with 7 of our Sister chapter delegates during
the conference for exchanges including
Pan Mac JC from Macao; JCI Mandaue
from the Philippine; JCI Kuala Lumpur from
Malaysia; JCI Taipei Jayceettes from Taiwan;
JCI Ordchid Jayceettes from Singapore; JCI
Capital from Mongolia as well as JCI Nagoya
from Japan.
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In particular, we were invited by JCI Nagoya in joining
their Reception dinner which had over 100 members
attended. Together with the hilarious performances
of dragon dance as well as a drama performed
by their members wearing the Cartoon Dragon Ball
costume, the atmospherewas brought to a very high
level towards the end of the evening.
National Parties have always been the highlights of ASPAC
and members made a lot of new friends from other
countries while understanding and experiencing different
cultures. This year the theme for Hong Kong Night was "Lan
Kwai Fong' and our chapter was in charge of making 兒
童鴛鴦 (A mixture of Horlick & Overtin). Other chapters'
booth include other Hong Kong local delights, drinks
and games. Everybody had a very good time and it's
regarded by many guests that this year's Hong Kong
Night outweight Japan Night which was a very rousing
compliment!
Apart from the fun, our members are also very passionate
learnerswhosemany of them attended various JCI O
fficial and Recommended courses such as Project
Management;   Effective Communication / Leadership

/ ''Daring & Caring- The Secrets Of A Good Leader"
etcwhich they had an opportunity to learn from
World class Trainer and interestingly, their classmates
are Jaycees from other countries ! Other highlights
include a surprise visit by the Fist Female President of
Taiwan Ms Tsai-Ing -wen at the Opening Ceremony
delivering a speech as Guest of Honour as well as a
meaningful visit to Kaohsiung Legislative Council as
a side trip organized by JCI Hong Kong International
Affairs team!

Leaders Start Here", I strongly believe that
attending international conference would bring
your understanding about JCI values to a higher
level and the sense of belonging towards JCI
increased. With the friendship you made, inspiring
workshops attended and the fun you had from
the National Parties etc, It is very likely that you will
be addicted after attending your first international
conference and continue to participate in future
conferences.

Overall, it was an amazing experience with many
learning, inspiration and more importantly everyone
had lots of FUN! I would like to take this opportunity
to thanks all JCI Kowloon delegates in supporting
this International Affairs event. Special thanks goes
to Person In Charge IAO Dixon Sum in making the
arrangements
, Past President Senator Jade Chan
who changed her work schedule to travel w
 ith us
and MAD Dave Wong in doing a great work with his
involvement in the JCI Hong Kong On To Team!


N
ext
year
ASPAC
will
be
held
in
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia in June for the very first
time. It is expected to arose a lot of interest among
Jaycees globally because this is the country that
not many people have ever been to so do mark
down on your calendar now and stay tuned with
the early bird registrations at the beginning of next
year! In fact, one of our Sister Chapters JCI Capital
is from Mongolia so there are more reasons for us
to have another large number of turnouts! Keep
With our Chapter's slogan this year being "Global travelling, keep exploring, keep learning together!
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(Reported by Dora Huang)

24th 5-Star Training Camp
24th 5-Star Training Camp, 5-Star Master
Chef, aimed to provide all the participants
an unprecedented learning journey at
the early stage of their JCI career. The
event was held on 11-12 June 2016 at
Wu Kwai Sha Youth Village, and specially
designed for all the new joiners from
each local chapter. This year, we were
fortunate to have an elite trainer team of 8
experienced trainers, led by Head Trainer
Senator Licca Chan and Project Manager
Senator Winnie Yeung, as well as the full
support from the sole-host chapter, JCI
Kowloon.

This time, a group of experienced and passionate trainers presented us
the most delicious 12-Course Chinese Banquet, ranging from Value of JC
to JC Path. Head Trainer PP Senator Licca and Training Manager PP Senator
Winnie hosted this exciting and intensive 2-day training schedule. With
no doubt, VP Benson was the best speaker for the topic of International
Development, and VP Claudia also impressed us by successfully bringing
us fun and meaningful team building activates. Last but not least, VP
Nancy's Project Management and AT Keith's Parliamentary Procedure
equipped us with essential knowledge and skills in our JCI career.
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Before arriving in the camp site, all of the seven groups have brainstormed
their group name, slogan, and even designed a short video for selfintroduction. Their creativity, passion, and energy amazed everyone in
this camp. Team High Fly Kitchen always looked excited to embrace new
challenge, and team 星之奧旅, made themselves supermen with the
purple apron provided. Team 越夜越有機 has been very attentive in each
lesson, while team JC Cook 一燒 often inspired us with all the unexpected
cool ideas. Team 聯營大飯店 did a great job on team board decoration,
which even had LED lights on it! L. Green won the best performed team
with their 5-Star level slogan, and night assignment drama. Also, 5-Star
Café showed a great example of team spirit, particularly by the strong
bonding among their teammates.

One might wonder if we really "cook" in this camp.
Yes, during President Visit session, everyone did
have a chance to make a fruit platter which
could symbolize the spirits of their own chapters.
Within very limited time, many chapters were
able to present truly amazing results, ranging
from a wonderful combination of tropical fruits
to a smiley melon. Besides, many participants
were impressed by the morning exercise which
organizing committee specially designed for this
camp. Through simple and fun body movements,
they have warmed up their body and got ready
for the whole-day training. On Sunday afternoon,
48 5-Star participants successfully graduated from
this camp, and received the certificates presented
by National President Senator Brian Kwan.
Last but not least, I would like to share the story
behind our theme, 5-Star Master Chef, which
reminded us of different stages in our JCI career.
Since the very beginning, all of us were given an
identity from our mother chapters, like the aprons
with various colors, which look so different from
the first glimpse but one can easily tell that we
are from JCI. When these young spirits showed
their passion and devoted themselves to, every
dream can come true. They started to take
part in each project organizing committee,
like working in a big kitchen with the guidance
by former Jayceettes , and often impress all
the stakeholders by the delicious meal they
prepared. After several years of practice, one
day, they became a master chef in their own
area of expertise, and even more, learned to
empower others in their JCI career, like all the
trainers did in this camp.
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Activities Highlights

EGGcellent
Easter Party
March 20

Board
Gathering
April 27

PR Gathering
April 28

May MFG
May 20

May Board Meeting
May 20
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TOYP Press
Conference
March 20

Joint
Directors
Meeting
June 25

Prospective
Members
Orientation
June 28

June MFG
June 29

Presenter
Training Course
July 2

Members
Gathering
July 2
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JC Marathon
Profile of Honorary Life President Senator Andrew Wong, BBS
Past NP Andrew began his JC career since joining Kowloon JC in 1977. In
the past 39 years, he took up a great number of posts at LOM, NOM and
JCI levels, including the notable ones like TOYP Selection Chairman 1979,
KJC President 1980, National Convention Director 1980, Hong Kong JC
National President 1982, Development Officer of Macau JC in 1983 and
then Advisor from 1984 to 1994, Hong Kong JC Trustee Chairman from
1993 to1995 and the Chairman of 2012 JCI HK ASPAC Co. Ltd.
As a Certified JCI Trainer, Past NP Andrew conducted numerous training
programs in Hong Kong and Macau since the 80s. In recognition of his
distinguished service and contribution to JCI Kowloon, PNP Andrew was
conferred the title of Honorary Life President of JCI Kowloon in 2014.
Past NP Andrew retired as a Directorate officer of the Hong Kong Customs
and Excise
Department in 2004. Upon his retirement, the Hong Kong SAR Government
presented him an award of Bronze Bauhinia Star (BBS) in appreciation of
his 34-year distinguished service and contribution to the Customs and
Hong Kong community.

Honorary Life President

Senator Andrew Wong, BBS

Through his active involvement in the JC and the public service over the long years, Past NP Andrew has attained tons
of knowledge and experience in various fields ranging from LOM and NOM management, project management,
parliamentary procedures to leadership development, organization politics etc. And he is always ready to share
those knowledge and experience with others through different means like the JCI Kowloon newsletter “ Dialogue “.

Trainers by the book
To be a JCI Trainer is one of the Career Paths for JCI members. Members who have
taken this path will find the opportunity to acquire knowledge in different leadership
development or organization management programmes and learn various presentation
skills in delivering the programmes to other JCI members.
As I observe, the norm in JCI Hong Kong membership in recent years has developed
into a situation that some members tend to get involved intensively in training
programmes conducted in JCI for the purpose of helping members to become trainers
in future. They attend, whenever they find the time, trainer development courses
such as Train the Trainers, JCI Presenter, NExT2 Programme etc., participate in Trainers
Circle and TDC activities and take up the role of trainers or assistant trainers in training
programmes at LOM or NOM level. Conversely, these members seldom participate
in projects of impact or chapter administration matters. Despite the fact that they are
still comparatively young and inexperienced in the organization, they are reluctant to
join project organizing committees and the chapter management, or take up any
assignment other than those related to training. They only want to learn the training
skills to become a trainer.
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Being a JC trainer myself for decades, I never cast doubt on the value of trainers in the
organization and the need to develop more trainers to help the general membership
acquire knowledge and skills in different areas including leadership, management and
project planning and execution. At the same time, I firmly believe that for one to
be a competent, not necessarily outstanding, trainer in our organisation, he should,
apart from being equipped with the necessary training and presentation skills, also
possess a good grasp of knowledge and experience that could only be obtained by
participating virtually in respective projects and activities, or the management. To
me, it is inconceivable to expect a trainer to conduct a course on “How to plan and
execute a project of impact to the community and JCI organisation” when he has
only got the experience of doing a few routine MFG or projects of a small scale in the
chapter, such as a PMO involving 20 people. Similarly, it will be difficult for a trainer to
impress the attendants in a Workshop on “Chairmanship and Parliamentary Procedures”
when he has never had the opportunity to chair formal meetings in JCI. Likewise, for
a trainer who rarely attends overseas conferences or gets involved in activities with
JC internationally, “ Opportunities in IA area” is certainly not a subject for him to teach
with confidence. As I see it, JCI trainers are different from teachers in the schools.
Without a strong foundation made of practical experience, knowledge and individual
perception in respective subjects, a JCI trainer will only be making talks by reading the
words from the trainer’s manual, no matter how eloquent he is in delivering the talk or
effective in using his presentation tools. I doubt if this is what we want in developing our
pool of trainers in JC.
Would it benefit our members and the JCI organization more if the trainers are able to
share with the trainees, in addition to the knowledge or guidelines in the manual, their
perception in a subject or event they have experienced with or participated in? After
all, the main objective of JCI is to provide development opportunities to the members
through participation in projects, and not just through lecturing. Should we give the
subject of fostering of trainers more thoughts and see if we should do something to
rectify the situation ?
We want more than Trainers by the book. We need Trainers who have been to the field !
Honorary Life President
Senator Andrew Wong, BBS
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JCI Kowloon was established in 1965 and it is the second most senior chapter among the

20 chapters of Junior Chamber International Hong Kong. We aim to provide development
opportunities for young people to learn from the 3 JC paths: Project Management, Chapter
Management and Training, so as to create positive changes to themselves and to the
community.

Members in JCI Kowloon include entrepreneurs, professionals

Save the
Dates

and executives. Over the years, we have organized and
launched a number of impactful projects for the betterment
of the community and members. Through the unique platform
of 'learning by doing' offered by Junior Chamber International,
our members not only grow personally but also expand their
business network.
Follow us on www.facebook.com/JCIKowloon

8 August
4-9	Official Sister Chapter Visit
to Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia JCI Capital
14	9th Children's Chinese
Calligraphy Competition
(Final)
21	Annual General Meeting
2016 cum August Monthly
Fellowship Gathering

9 September
17-18 National
Convention
2016

10

October
30-4(Nov) JCI World Congress,
Québec, Canada

11

November
12-13 Shelter Dreams
2016

